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Abstract 

As in 2009 the first encrypted electronic currency Bitcoin is introduced, the block 

chain technology has received attention. Bitcoin is a currency issued without a trusted 

third party, in peer-to-peer (Peer-to-Peer) network and gives a guarantee of the 

reliability of money transactions, ensures the integrity of transactions. There is a back 

end-technique called block-chain that guarantees these without trusted third party. Block 

chain is a public ledger that all nodes to verify transactions and maintain integrity with 

the same ledger. Block chain technology applies not only electronic currency but also in 

various industries such as contract document integrity, cloud storage service, internet of 

thigns, supply chain for transaction integrity. However, there are problems to be solved if 

the bitcoin block chain consensus rule is applied to these industry. First, there is problem 

of low transaction throughput and block generation rate by an inefficient consensus rule. 

Second, There is problem of tampered block broadcast with non-dependency (internet of 

things data, food history data) transactions when applying the block chain consensus 

rule, which is proof-of-work of bitcoin's competitive system. 

To solve these problems, we propose new blockchain consensus algorithm for non-

dependency transactions. In this paper, the blockchain transactions targeted internet of 

things data and food history. We propose consensus rule based voting for the efficiency, 

also propose method of imposing difficulty of block generation according to the voting 

result in order to prevent malicious node attacks. We provide experimental results on 

attack malicious node in the block chain implemented by the proposed consensus 

algorithms and the result is analyzed 
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1. Introduction   

Bitcoin blockchain technology applies various industries [2][3] such as contract 

document integrity, cloud storage service, internet of thigns, supply chain for transaction 

integrity. There is consensus algorithm [1] to maintain the transaction integrity of the 

bitcoin. The consensus rule of the bitcoin blockchain is an agreement on which blocks the 

nodes select on the network. To maintain the network, the nodes must select blocks that 

are not to be tampered. In the bitcoin, the nodes compete for the mining of the blocks. 

Therefore, in order for malicious node to generate new block, it must incur more 

opportunity costs than other nodes. When new block is sent to the network, each node 

validates the block before it is broadcast to connected nodes. only valid blocks broadcast 

over the network. In order for malicious node to tampered transaction (double spending, 

generate money), it must consume enormous power to create blocks and tampered all the 

blocks of more than 51% of the nodes participating in the network. If more than 51% of 

the good nodes exist, the same block (integrity of the transaction) can be maintained all 

over the bitcoin network 
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However, if bitcoin blockchain consensus rule is applied to the internet of things and 

supply chain industries based on the non-dependency transaction, there are the following 

problems. First, there are problems of low transaction throughput and block generation 

rate by inefficient consensus rule. This is not appropriate for internet of thigns and supply 

chain industry, which need to process transactions at high performance and low 

computational resources. Second, non-dependency transactions (internet of things and 

food history transactions) is problem of the block broadcast including the tampered 

transactions. Case of electronic coin transaction, it is dependency transaction that can 

verify the next transaction with the previous transaction. Therefore, even if malicious 

node generates a block containing tampered transaction, other nodes can independently 

perform block verification through their transaction history. If there are more than 51% of 

the good nodes in network, the integrity of the transaction is maintained. 

However, in most cases of internet of things and food history transactions are non-

dependency transaction, so the next transaction cannot be verified from the previous 

transaction. The [Figure 1] below shows the problem of bitcoin consensus rule of non-

dependency transactions. 

 

Figure 1. Problem Bitcoin Consensue Rule 

In the case of internet of thigns, it can't verify the current temperature and humidity 

measurement values with the previous temperature and humidity measurement values. 

Because non-depency transactions cannot verify the next transaction, the consensus rule 

of proof-of-work is problematic in the validation of the block. If malicious node generates 

a tampered block. Since other nodes cannot verify the transaction of the tampered block, 

they adopt the tampered block. In bitcoin consensue rule for non-dependency transaction, 

even if there is more than 51% of good nodes, the integrity of the data cannot be 

maintained. 

Proof of stake(PoS) based algorithms have recently been introduced that improve 

the inefficiency bitcoin blockchain consensus rule. Proof of stake has the advantage 

of being able to make immediate consensus without wasting energy because voting 

through stakes. These proof-of-stake based consensus are the Delegated proof of 

stake(DPoS) and Tendermint. DpoS is consensus rule in which stakeholder vote to 

elect block verification delegated. Stakeholders keep their security because they 

have assets. TenderMint is consensus rule that allows each node to receive stake 

base on the total amount of money held and thus to make decisions. If node 
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performs verification with flase, it guarantees integrity by depriving all the stakes of 

that node. However, Pos-based consensus algorithms have the following problems in 

non-dependency transactions. It is difficult to prove that non-dependncy transaction 

is stake because it is not transaction of electronic currency. In the case of proof of 

stake, the stakeholder has the right to make decisions. This makes it possible to 

attack from a malicious node by tracking stake.  

In this paper, we propose the high performance block chain consensus rule that 

maintains integrity as long as there are 51% of good nodes for non-dependency 

transactions. For these goals, propose voting-based consensus rule. Generally 

voting-based consensus has certain central decision-making nodes, or there exists 

round-robin way of communicating information between nodes. If there is specific 

central node for decision, there is possibility that the tampered of the data by 

decision node, and the malicious node to attack the decision authority. To do this, 

we propose dynamic blind voting. Also the malicious node attempts to tampered 

block. To prevent this, we propose way of generating a block that adjusts the proof-

of-work of the work by voting results.  

We implement the block chain applying this consensus rule and verify the 

consensus rule according to the increase of the malicious node.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II refer related work, in 

section III propose consensus algorithm is described. In Section IV the implemented 

system model is described and the provide experimental results on attack malicious 

node in the block chain implemented by the proposed consensus algorithms and the 

result is analyzed. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V. 

 

2. Related Work 
 

2.1. Delegated Proof of Stake 

With the problems mentioned in Chapter 1, PoS based consensus rule [6] is not 

appropriate to apply the blockchain consensus rule of the bitcoin to maintain the security 

of the non-dependency transaction. Delegated Proof of Stake is used in BitShares, one of 

the block-chain applications, to solve the problems of power consumption and block 

generation time in the proof-of-work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Delegated Proof of Stake 

Figure 2 shows dekegated proof-of-stake(DPoS). DpoS is consensus rule in which 

stakeholder vote to elect block verification delegated. Stakeholders keep their security 

because they have assets. The delegates selected by proof of stake are only authorized to 

verify the entire transaction and to generate blocks. Stakeholders give the delegate an 

incentive to generate blocks, and delegates create more blocks honestly for incentives. 

However, DpoS consensus algorithms have the following problems in non-

dependency transactions. It is difficult to prove that non-dependncy transaction is 

stake because it is not transaction of electronic currency. If the node storing the 
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most non-dependable transactions becomes stakeholder, there is problem that the 

integrity of the data is violated if some nodes with high stake collide. Also, if a 

malicious hacker attacks a node with the largest stake, the network will be destroyed 

 
2.2. Tendermint 

The Tender Mint allows each node to receive a stake based on the total amount of 

money held and thus to have the right to make decisions.  At this time, if node 

performs verification with false, it guarantees integrity by depriving all the stake of 

that node. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Tendermint Consensus Rule 

This consensus rule remove the proof-of-work and improves overall computing 

resource efficiency through stake-based agreements. Integrity is maintained through 

punitive processing of tamper and falsification. Like DpoS, It is difficult to prove 

that non-dependncy transaction is stake because it is not transaction of electronic 

currency. If the node storing the most non-dependable transactions becomes 

stakeholder, there is problem that the integrity of the data is violated if some nodes 

with high stake collide 

 

2.3. Comparative Related Work 

Table 1. Comparative Blockchain Consensus Rule 

 

In Section 2 we looked at the research on improvement of block chain consensus 

rule. [Table 1] compares the bit coin blockchain with the consensus rule of related 

work. 
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As shown in the table, each consensus algorithm guarantees transactional 

integrity of the electronic currency system. Bit coin shows low efficiency, and Pos-

based consensus algorithms show high efficiency. However, transactional integrity 

in non-dependency transactions, In the case of bit coin, there is a problem of 

tampered block broadcast. Pos-based algorithms have difficulty in proof of stake. 

Traceability was unknown in the case of bit coin,  Pos-based algorithms have the 

problem that malicious hackers can track with equity. In conclusion, the consensus 

algorithm for non-dependency transactions should be highly efficient, maintain 

transaction integrity, and have no traceability to the block generator. 

 

3. Approach 
 

3.1. Inter-Node Blinding Votes Using the Final Block Vote Hash Value 

As noted in Section 1, the majority decision of the central decision-making node, 

round-robin, is not appropriate because of the possibility of tampered.  
 

Figure 4. Concept Blinding Vote 

As shown in [Figure 4], in this paper, we propose blind voting that each node is 

independent, between nodes using a block hash and a merkle tree where a large 

number of decisions occur dynamically, without knowing which node to select . All 

nodes store the transferred transactions in a transaction pool according to certain 

even number. For each transaction, hash with SHA256 function. If the internet of 

things transaction is hashed, it is represented by the 256-bit number as shown in 

[Figure 5] 

 

Figure 5. Hash Result of Internet of Things 

As shown in [Figure 5], the actual hash function changes completely when the 

input value changes. The only way to find the input value with the result value is to 

assign the number of all cases. After the hash is done, the hash is done once again in 

even number of pairs. 
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Repeating this way, the Merkle tree shown in [Figure 6] is completed. If all the 

nodes have the same transaction using the merkel tree feature, the merkel tree root 

value will be the same for all nodes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Merkle Tree 

That is, if transaction is tampered by a malicious attacker, the merkle tree root 

hash value will be incorrect. Each node hashes the SHA-256 once again with the 

value of the last block chain hash added to the merkle root hash value for the 

transaction it has. This hash value is called the final block vote hash value in this 

paper. After that, it performs the mod operators as many as the number of nodes 

participating in the block chain. 

 

Figure 7. Selected Numbers Using Hash of Final Block Vote Hash Value 

As shown in [Figure 7] if the result of the mod operation of the number of nodes 

in the final block voting hash value is 0, the election number is 1 . The malicious 

node is 5, so the number is 6. If all the nodes have transactions that are not tampered, 

they will vote for the same node. If the transaction is tampered by malicious attacker, 

different election number will appear. 

[Figure 8] shows that the voting message is transmitted according to the election 

results. Each node sends a message to a node with the same index as an 

independently selected number. Node 1 becomes decision node dynamically, get 5 

vote result. Node 6 becomes decision node dynamically, get 2 vote result. The node 

that received the message becomes the decision node and has the authority to 

generate the block. The reason for selecting block generation node through this final 

block vote hash value is that because the merkle tree is created dynamically each 
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time, so it is method for eliminating traceability to block generator and collecting 

large number of decisions. As long as 51% more of good nodes exist, a large 

number of decision nodes are always selected.  If tamper occurred, there would be 

block generation node selected from the honest node and  block generation node 

selected from the malicious node. 

 

Figure 8. Send a Message by Election Number 

3.2. Proof-of-Work Difficulty Setting Block Generation by Voting Result 

As noted Section 3.1, if no tampered transaction occurred, all nodes would have 

elected the same node as the block generator, the block generation node would have 

received as many votes as the number of nodes participating in the network. 

Decision nodes, which receives large number of votes, broadcast honest block. The 

problem is that malicious nodes will also attempt to broadcast tampered blocks. To 

prevent the malicious node from generating a block, set the difficulty of proof of 

work according to the voting result. In other words, it increases the opportunity cost 

to the malicious node to prevent the block generation. The decision node is mined 

through proof-of-work for block generation. Proof-of-work is done as follows. 

 

 

 

 

 
Difficulty Bits is number that sets the difficulty level for generating blocks. A 

node that receives a lot of votes will set small difficulty bit, and a node that receives 

few votes will set large difficulty bit. Block_info is the block's previous block hash 

(Previous_Hash) add the Merkleoot_hash value. Then, the value obtained by adding 

Block_info and nonce value is hashed through SAH256 and nonce value that is 

smaller than Target Value is found. 

Table 2. Results According to Difficulty Bits 
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[Table 2] shows that difficulty bits are compared between 22 and 23. The nonce 

value was found to be about 2.7 times faster than that for 22bit at 5.87sec and 

23.22sec at 23bit, the number of attempts was 1235199 and 3412033, more than 

twice the difference. Assign low difficulty bit to node that receives large number of 

vote, and set high difficulty bit for malicious node to suppress block generation. 

[Figure 9] shows the number of cases in which malicious nodes and honest nodes 

are elected. Looking at 6: 1 (honest node: malicious node), node 1 received many 

votes as honest node. In such case, the difficulty bit is set lower than the malicious 

node and the block generation speed is increased. 

 

Figure 9. Assign Difficulty Bit According to Vote Result 

The block generation by difficulty control is as shown in [Figure 10]. If malicious 

attacker consumes a lot of power they can generate a block, resulting in difference 

in block generation speed. The longest block chain is not tampered, reflecting large 

number of decisions, short block chain is automatically taken over the network 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Differences in Block Generation 

3.3. Propose consensus Algorithm Pseudocode and Process Description 

In the proposed algorithm, the nodes that received large number of decisions 

dynamically by using the final block voting hash value become the decision node. In 

order to prevent malicious nodes from generating blocks, we set the difficulty according 

to the voting result. The following [Figure 11] shows the pseudo code of the proposed 
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algorithm. Each node computes merkel tree value for the transaction. The sum of the hash 

value of the merkle tree and the value of the last block hash is hashed through the SHA 

256 function. This is the final block vote hash value. After that, it performs the mod 

operators as many as the number of nodes participating in the block chain then add 

1. This value is the voting_number. Each node votes independently to the node that has 

the index corresponding to the voting_number. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Pseudo Code of Proposed Algorithm 

The selected node receives the difficulty according to the voting result, and generates 

the block. 

If there are more than 51% good nodes, then majority of votes will form longest block 

chain than the malicious node. The node that has propagated the block of the selected 

node verifies the block by using its own vote and the final block vote hash value. If they 

do not match, discard them and re-vote them with the next transaction. The verification 

prevents arbitrary malicious nodes from being selected. 

 

4. System Implementation and Experiment 
 

4.1. Block Chain Experimental Environment and Implementation 

In this paper, to verify the consensus rule of the propose, we implemented block chain 

that stores non-dependency transaction - internet of thigns data and food history data .We 

measure transaction throughput and block generation rate for the efficiency of the applied 

consensus algorithm. Then, the integrity verification is performed according to increase in 

the number of malicious nodes in the network. Section 4 describe the experimental 

environment, important components of the implemented block chain, experiment and 

verification. In this paper, we define a transaction in the block chain as one of the 

information sent from internet of things device and food processing solution. The 

transactions on the internet of things saved the Rule engine event that needed the most 

reliability from the Daliworks company's IoT platform and stored the food history data 

generated by Nongshim's food history data.  
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Figure 11. Store Non-Dependency Transaction 

When 10 transactions are transferred, the nodes are set to generate blocks. The number 

of nodes in the block chain is 11 as shown in [Table 4], and consists of nodes with general 

computing resources. 

Table 2. Block Chain Configuration Node 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We implement private block chain (project name: Log chain)using the block consensus 

rule proposed in this paper. It was developed in the Python language, and the data format 

was the same as the existing block chain. 

 

Figure 11. Implemented Block Chain Architecture 
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As shown in Figure 11, the configuration of package in private block chain 

consists of elements for node to execute. The main modules are described below. 

 Logchian_launcher : Launcher for running node 

 Rest_Api_launcher: Node for handling external service requests 

 Msg_dispatch: b_type_queue_thread, t_type_queue_thread, 

v_type_queue_thread 

 P2P: peer to peer network manager, Node_mapping_table, Receiver, Sender 

 File_Controller: Controller of stored files 

 Block Consensus: Propose consensus algorithm  

 

4.2. Experiments and Results 

In the 11-node block-chain network, the block generation rate and transaction 

throughput were measured for efficiency verification. When 10 transactions occur, 

the transaction throughput and the block generation rate are calculated by the 

following formula, and the results are shown in the table below. 

 Transaction Throughput: When generating a block, the number of transactions 

per block, number of transactions/ (Generate block/sec) 

 Block generation rate: The rate at which a minor generates a block through a 

block consensus process. 

Table 3. Test Result 

Transaction Throughput 96.00117188930528 

Block generation rate 0.312496185303 sec 

 

Actual test results are the result of 10 transactions and 16 bits of difficulty bits in 

a lot of decisions. When the low difficulty bit is given, the block generation rate 

converges to zero and the transaction throughput cannot be calculated. If the number 

of transactions in the block generation and the difigiculty bits are set lower than 16 

bits for a large number of decisions, the proposed algorithm can be more efficient. 

We measured,10-minute block generation count, number of attempts per block, 

time required depending on the increase in malicious nodes (9: 1.8: 2, 7: 3) . The 

Diffculty bit decreased by 2 bits in 10bit, 8bit, and 6bit as the number of malicious 

nodes increased. 

 When the malicious node is 1 

Among 10 nodes, when the malicious node is 1, the Difficulty bit difference is set 

to 10 bits, 17 bits are assigned to 9 peers, and 27 bits are allocated to 1 peer. 

 

Figure 11. Experiment Result 
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[Figure 11] shows the results of the experiment. The number of blocks generated 

is 898 for good nodes and 2 for malicious nodes. The good node generated about 

449 times as many blocks. Malicious node could make a block only if it had to try 

about 476 times. The time required per block was 300 seconds for malicious nodes 

and 0.668 seconds for good nodes. The time taken per block took about 499 times 

the time it takes for a malicious node to generate a block. 

 

 When the malicious node is 2 

Among 10 nodes, when the malicious node is 2, the Difficulty bit difference is set 

to 8 bits, 18 bits are assigned to 8 peers, and 26 bits are allocated to 2 peer. 

 

Figure 12. Experiment Result 

[Figure 12] shows the results of the experiment. The number of blocks generated 

is 448 for good nodes and 2 for malicious nodes. The good node generated about 

224 times as many blocks. Malicious node could make a block only if it had to try 

about 367 times. The time required per block was 300 seconds for malicious nodes 

and 1.33 seconds for good nodes. The time taken per block took about 225 times the 

time it takes for a malicious node to generate a block 

 

 When the malicious node is 3 

Among 10 nodes, when the malicious node is3, the Difficulty bit difference is set 

to 6 bits, 19 bits are assigned to 7 peers, and 25 bits are allocated to 3 peer. 

 

Figure 13. Experiment Result 

[Figure 13] shows the results of the experiment. The number of blocks generated 

is 197 for good nodes and 6 for malicious nodes. The good node generated about 32 

times as many blocks. Malicious node could make a block only if it had to try about 
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34 times. The time required per block was 100 seconds for malicious nodes and 3.04 

seconds for good nodes. The time taken per block took about 32 times the time it 

takes for a malicious node to generate a block. 

For verify the proposed algorithm, we measured,10-minute block generation 

count, number of attempts per block, time required depending on the increase in 

malicious nodes. 

Even if the number of malicious nodes increases, the good node generates many 

blocks according to the blinding voting result. This showed that malicious nodes 

were taken over the network and showed that if more than 50% of the nodes were 

not tampered, the integrity of the data was maintained. 

 

5. Conclusion 

Bitcoin and Pos based of block chains consensus rule is not appropriate for non-

dependency- transaction. In this paper, we propose block mining method by blind voting 

between nodes for large number of decision. The proposed algorithm was verified by 

implementing private block chain. In the final block vote, the block generator is 

dynamically selected by performing the mod operation on the hash value, and the result of 

the voting is different from one transaction even if it is tampered or modified. The result 

of the vote raised the difficulty of block mining. Honest nodes formed longest block 

chain, malicious nodes have been taken away from the network because of the opportunity 

cost of block generation. If there are more than 51% of honest nodes, ensuring the 

integrity of non-dependent transactions. [Table 4] compares the proposed consensus rule 

with the related work. If 51% of the honest nodes were exist in the network, integrity was 

maintained for the non-dependency transaction. The efficiency was high and there was no 

trace of the block generator. However, this method has problem when a dynamically 

generated arbitrary node is accidentally attacked. Future research, in order to improve the 

proposed algorithm, is required for collaborating nodes according to the result of voting. 

In addition, the above-mentioned non-dependency transaction is also an issue to be solved 

for the problem of information origin (tagging issue). 

 

Table 4. Comparative Blockchain Consensus Rule 
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